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REVIEW
Our industry, much like SBID, never stands still. 2017 brought with
it many fruitful collaborations, design partnerships and a vision for
the future.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAUNCH
From inception, one of SBID’s key goals and points of difference
has been to protect professionals, their work, their ideas and their
profits. In 2017 we launched the final mechanism for enforcing
the protection of design right, providing the missing link in the
chain between design protection, theft and prosecution. The SBID
Intellectual Property Protection (IPP) initiative was launched on
Tuesday 21 November 2017 at the House of Commons,
Westminster London. The launch was to mark the new campaign
to prevent IP theft in the interior design industry. With the
assistance of global law enforcement through the SBID unique
partnership with TM-Eye, SBID can finally provide enforcement
and punishment which has been the missing link of anything to do
with IP protection.

REWARDING CREATIVITY
The SBID International Design Awards are established as the
global destination for recognition in interior design and we have
achieved this in just a few years. The international calibre of
projects submitted, as well as the designers themselves, who see
the value in obtaining the SBID Award year on year, are
fundamental to the success of the awards.
In 2017, we recognised the culture, heritage and legacy of five
world renowned designers from the Far East and awarded the
first SBID Master of Design accolade to our counterparts in China.
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SBID COUNCILS
In 2017, we launched the Colour Council; the third and final council
in the series of specialist sectors, which began with the Healthcare
council in 2012 followed by the Education council in 2016. We can
satisfactorily develop the real meaning pertaining to the behavioural
and emotional influence of colour, and with RAL and Pantone on
board among some of the global influencers in this popular sector,
the council aims to collate the world experts to form a globally
recognised commercial measure for colour in manufacture to
inform architects and designers.
The council is led by invited colour specialists; co-chairman
Carolina Oliviera Calzada and Neil Edwards who address the
technical, emotional and marketable influence of colour as well as
business effects to design-outcomes.

20:20 MEET THE BUYER
The SBID 20:20 Meet the Buyer event was yet again a huge
success and has been oversold each year with a waiting list of
suppliers wishing to exhibit. In 2017, SBID moved away from trade
shows in the UK to focus on what our members want. Instead we
created our own specialist networking event using the recognisable
SBID brand to hone into our unique offering, placing world
renowned designers with quality suppliers. The 20:20 event hosted
over 500 appointments as well as valuable conferences on the role
of the lead designer, intellectual property and colour.
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THE FUTURE
DESIGNING OUT THE PROBLEMS
The creative industries are now the strongest sector in the UK,
although IT technology is the biggest sector within the group by
far, interior design has clawed a very healthy position just behind
radio & TV and fashion where previously, it had not been
recognised at all. This has given the sector an influential voice in
places such as the Bank of England on consultation of industry
pressures where the SBID has represented the sector for nine
years.
As Brexit approaches, the challenge has been in the
preparation for growth. We have therefore worked harder with our
colleagues around the world, who like the UK have their own
pressures, and together we can create a better world, provide
business opportunities and improve wellbeing of those who use
interior specific space. The journey throughout the past nine years
both in the marketplace and in private has helped us to monitor
dishonourable conduct in silence. Enabling us to deal with barriers
which exist in locations where we want to enter; removing those
where we find minimal and stagnant value exists.

WORLD TRENDS
One trend that could have a profound effect on the world is the
growing gap in developed countries between the wealthiest and
the poorest of people. This redistribution of wealth has created a
huge impact into how we live, communicate, eat, dress and how
we feel emotionally in our day to day wellbeing.
By contrast, more highly skilled and typically higher paid
occupations have increased earnings and opportunities of
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Improvement. The middle tier of society, formerly the largest in
first world countries is shrinking as wealth is redistributed. High
net worth individuals juxtaposed those living in poverty or a
financially challenged state.
Changes in employment patterns have magnified the
effects of these inequalities, sometimes due to legislation and in
other instances, development in technology has been the driver.
A combination of technological change and globalised
trade has lowered the demand for less skilled workers in
developed countries. In turn this impacts on the workforce’s
earnings, particularly in manufacturing. China has already 3D
printed and built a complete 6-story office building. By 2027, 10%
of everything that is being produced will be 3D printed.

LONGEVITY
Currently, the average human life span increases by 3 months per
year. Four years ago, the average human life span used to be 79
years, now it's 80 years. The increase is set to continue and by
2036, the rise will leap by more than one year increments per
year. So, at an average, we may live beyond 100 years in the next
18 years.

EDUCATION
The cheapest smart phones cost just $10 in Africa and Asia. By
2020, 70% of all humans on the planet will own a smart phone.
This means there will be more access to online education in
locations where face to face opportunities do not exist. In 2006
the Khan Academy, a not-for-profit online tool was launched and
successfully provides a curriculum a child needs to learn at school
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in First World countries. The software has been released in
Indonesia and soon there will be releases in Arabic, Swahili, and
Chinese.

WORLD ENERGY
The world is moving at a rapid rate. Autonomous cars have now
been developed and the first self-driving car is set to be revealed
to the public this year. By 2020, the entire car industry will start to
be disrupted and traditional car manufacturers will fail to survive.
Car ownership will cease to exist. You will call a car with your
phone, it will show up at your location and drive you to your
destination. You will not need to park it, you only pay for the driven
distance and you can be productive while ‘driving’.
Future generations will never get a driver's license and will
never own a car. This single element, of many in the car industry
which has closely linked itself to design in the past two decades,
will change our cities, because we will need 90-95% less cars, as
the world adapts to becoming service-led. Vast areas of parking
spaces will become void and convert to land for construction and
parks which will also impact on the built environment.

EMPLOYMENT
Developed economies have moved away from settled ‘jobs for life’
to working patterns that entail shorter tenures. J obs for life and
‘final salary’ pension schemes gradually became unaffordable and
are on the decline, making workers more responsible for funding
and managing their own taxes, finances and retirement.
Governments are passing the power to manage and secure the
financial future of individuals in retirement back to the individual to
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manage independently. We will not know the success of this step
until it is tested and so failure will be in our lifetime. It is a sobering
thought. The outcome may bring about effects of social change.

PROPERTY MARKETS
Real estate will change as you can work while you commute,
people will move further away to live in a leafier suburb and
develop local neighbourhoods with more space providing better
value.
As jobs become more fragmented, people inevitably move
around more to seek employment and procure short term
contracts which will impact on investment in residential property
products. Although this has led to bigger investments by
commercial investors in sectors such as hospitality, public space
and transport, it has also helped to separate, even further, the
disparity between professional designers in business from design
enthusiasts.
It is becoming increasingly regular for a designer to have clients
who own multi super-luxury homes around the world, these multi
owned homes are often kept empty. Therefore, the investment into
the fixtures, contents and value placed on the residential ‘home’
has changed to interim installations from quality purchases for life.
The next generation will no longer want to inherit furniture from
their parents, they want to buy everything new and inexpensively,
instantaneous and co-ordinated.
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WELL BEING
As a society, we are living longer due to improved medicines and
wellbeing and the cost of living in the future is a worry to
governments as much as it is to individuals. You might wonder if
anyone will be able to afford to retire at all in years to come.
Designers are being retained by their clients who trade
internationally, so the industry has swelled accordingly yet trading
standards have proved even more challenging country by country
to enforce and uphold. These long-term trends of multi transient
clients and fragmented financial markets help us as an industry to
responsibly assess how we and our clients will invest in interiors in
the future.

WHERE DOES SBID FIT INTO THIS
GLOBAL RESEARCH?
At SBID, we have researched and processed the statistics
available to us to carefully filter those that are of interest albeit
may play little relevance to the sectors growth. With an eye on
trends, market forces, investment, human lifespan predictions,
uses and behaviour of property, we have uniquely assessed where
the values and opportunities for the industry lie.
Developments in the industry have made it easier to define
the time spent by a user in an interior space and understand what
occupants do in that space, as well as the impact they demand
from interior spaces. This information helps a designer to
accurately specify products that will meet the requirements and
pressures occupants place on the space and its long-term use as
well as shorter term requirements of product functionality before
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replacement is necessary. It will help manufacturers create
products for the end user for performance and relevance,
preventing over-specification in product lifespan. Equally such
knowledge will leverage investment correctly so that designers
learn not to over-specify. This ensures that the products specified
do not exceed the longevity of the buildings integrity or
occupational requirements nor waste additional investment which
in turn reduces substantial sums to a project.

Our role as interior design professionals is not to merely
design homes as the public may think but to design interiors
of buildings. Each cause for a building use, from
entertainment to hospital and office, has cause for a different
interior skill set and building performance.
Interior design is not about installing pretty things, it is no
longer just about specifying functional high performance products
which are unique, aesthetically pleasing, value for money and
compliant for use either. It is a broader social issue which impacts
on the world status both locally and internationally regarding each
countries progress. It is now a core target area of benefit and
social gain.
Corporate social responsibility was an initiative once mocked by
competitors back in 2009 but its relevance comes into play in
today’s global landscape. In the past, SBID partnered with charity
and volunteer organisations to much criticism, raising questions
about what connection it had to interior design. I differed in the
view that it had everything to do with interior design but offered no
explanation as to why. An important part of a designer’s role is
creating an interior for real people. They must address cultural
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differences as well as financial pressures, including space,
prejudice, education, those who are financially pressured, such as
refugee, rehoused disaster victims and those who are reintegrated into everyday way of life after being institutionalised in
a variety of situations.
We must design and address issues of energy efficiency and a
building’s energy consumption. In the future, properties will be sold
on the basis of energy efficiency rather than the number of
bedrooms or square footage.
At SBID, our community of design professionals go to the
dark side and expose aspects that are undesirable or unfit for
purpose and uncover real time solutions. It is there where we can
make a difference to society and integrate many broader issues
previously unassociated with the glitzy and glamorous side of
interior design. One without the other will not do.
Whilst Brexit looms, instability exists for the UK and for other
countries, as well as the European Union itself. If the UK
flourishes many other countries will want to replicate its actions
which could cause the downfall of the European Union altogether.
The SBID has been busy in the background working with
government departments on export, international trade,
manufacture, finance and education to help combat this potential
risk in good time. With much support, some partner funding and a
lot of knowledge and goodwill is now in place. We are ready to
take on the next challenge in a different arena; the business of
global interior design.
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CHANGES
LEADERSHIP
With the challenges ahead to deliver on international offices, I
chose to step down as President of SBID. It has developed its own
reputation of integrity and quality. I can now move on to develop
the business overseas in a new trading global environment without
restriction of trade which previously existed. The UK is now
developing as a single unit trading around the world and the SBID
does not want to miss a single opportunity. In the position of Chief
Executive, I hand over the rolling Presidency to my colleagues for
a two-year office as was written into the constitution of SBID.
The SBID will flourish further around the world as the
brand develops, within the fast changing industry, through our
local offices; a formula that is being rolled out over the next three
years with the backing and support of the UK government. Along
with the software launch which had been held back from market
year on year in anticipation of this opportunity, the future is now
moving too fast for those companies that did not keep-up to now
attempt to catch-up. SBID is ready for the technical future and has
adapted its model, having now tested the market and is ready to
lurch ahead.
The role of President of SBID is now established. A strong
figurehead ambassadorial head of the organisation has been
sought and appointed in two of the most apt leaders in their
specific field of expertise. The next SBID President stepping in
from February 2018 will be Diana Celella, a leading British
Healthcare Designer.
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Tom Marquardt, the global leader of interior design at the Chicago
based office of world renowned architects; HOK will assume the
position of President Elect until 2020, when he will take office as
President for the period of two years. I am delighted to hand over
the challenge to these fine and highly regarded designers who
also bring diversity in skills, location and disciplines demonstrating
the diversity and global reach of the industry as I step into my new
less prominent public role of CEO.
In my new role, I will focus on business and design
development of the organisation and the industry at large. With
confidence abound, I know I can now develop the business of
SBID; no longer as a start-up but as an international brand, and
grow it in areas that will be impossible to duplicate; an issue that
has plagued the design industry. Of course, in the business of
design we have all faced those who duplicate our ideas without
investment and steal from the profits that those commercial ideas
have created but I am always reminded by law enforcement
sectors that to catch a thief, you must first allow them to steal for
long enough and misbehave for such an extended period of time it
can longer be explained as an error. Then you can pursue the
correct punishment in a variety of ethical ways. The SBID is now
equipped to punish thieves and provide them with a criminal
record.

THE IP DIRECTORY
The SBID Intellectual Protection campaign, launched in 2017, was
developed with the central aim of assisting the industry to obtain
objective evidence of design ownership; updating the current
archaic discourse on intellectual property in design. There have
been organisations that have claimed to register a design but their
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lack of enforceable powers fails to provide a solution for the victim
of theft who seek to recompense a once stolen or duplicated idea.
Therefore, a registered design was as worthless as an
unregistered design. This unique partnership has opened up the
only route to enforcement of a criminal record to those who bring
the industry into disrepute and we will be taking it around the
world with the assistance of British Trading Standards, the
Intellectual Property Office and the support of the Metropolitan
City Police who can individually and collectively open doors where
alone the SBID could not enter. Where doors are closed, if
necessary they have the authority to kick them down.
So with new protection and authority we will connect
industrial designers and manufacturers with a previously
unavailable global protection of intellectual property rights, not just
for registration, but now to punish and confiscate the benefits
purchased from the profits that those design ideas created. This
change is unique to the UK and around the world and is a pilot
scheme which will enable countries, where formerly no rules
existed, to also benefit from such protection. The IP register will
be launched later in the year along with the long awaited platform
for internal conversation between the professional and trade
industry.

THE FUTURE VISION
A good idea will always be duplicated and knowing this, SBID has
used such competitor behaviour to manoeuvre and shift the
marketplace. We have not wasted our efforts in trying to prevent
duplication, on the contrary, we seek compensation for Intellectual
Property theft. We have spent some years building a super
software tool for the benefit of members and their value to the
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industry. Uber is a software tool, they don't own any cars, and are
now the biggest taxi company in the world. Computers become
exponentially better in understanding the world and we hope our
tool will aid our community of designers to practice and manage
their professional lives with ease.
SBID has run a satellite office in Ukraine for the past three
years with much government support and is now rolling that
initiative out across selected countries. International offices enable
stakeholders to incorporate and communicate SBID rules and
regulations locally under individual country laws. Whilst in growth
and development stage, SBID deliberately stayed away from
countries where policing regulation would be difficult to achieve,
as it may have damaged the SBID brand. Now we are welcoming
such countries to the SBID in number.
These countries also have ethical business entities who want
separation from the negative conduct of others. This also provides
SBID with the flexibility to adapt the business model in a national
and local environment that will work within local cultures. Through
the UK office it creates an international link to encourage
business development in each membership country for import and
export with each of the forty-five existing countries where SBID
has members.
This provides the ultimate level of design intelligence within each
culture; security to members as well as their clients when investing
funds and providing or buying products or project procurement.
Currently, forty-five countries have been connected and this
number is increasing year-on-year.
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FINANCIAL
SBID has a fully independently operated HQ in London. A paid
secretariat ensures we do not have to fold to pressures which are
often attached to support. Rejecting inducements comes with a
price and on occasion we have been forced out of areas where we
could and should have had equal opportunity but did not due to an
industry clique. Such restrictions have helped SBID to generate an
innovative solution to overcome inequalities and helped us remain
independent. We learned where our friends are in the industry and
where they are not. Without selling out and without compromise
we have continued to grow in an industry sector where economy,
stakeholders and a cartel once existed.

Dr Vanessa Brady OBE
CEO
Date: March 2018
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OFFICE
The Society of British Interior Design (SBID)

10 Molasses Row
Plantation Wharf
York Road
London
SW113UX

CONTACT:
W www.sbid.org
E admin@sbid.org
W info@sbid.org

Enquiries
Membership

T 020 7738 9383
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